
 

Adjustments Guidelines for 
Adamá’s Pool Coping 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For 90° concave corners, the piece Quina 
fits perfectly, correcting any sharp 

formation. For concave corners with 
angulations different from 90°, adjusted 

rectangular pieces are required. 

For 90° convex corners, the piece 
Canto is used. 

For curved masonry with wedges 
incompatible to the radius, adjusted 

rectangular pieces must be used. 

All wedge piece (curves) normally 
needs adjustment, once the mansory 

curvature radius is rarely 100% 
compatible with the piece. 

For convex corners with angulation 
different from 90°, rectangular cut 

pieces must be settled for 
adjustment. 



 

 

 
 

 

 

  

Niteroi Line Ipanema Line Recife Line 

Leblon Line Riviera Line 



 

 

  
   

  

Always start from the masonry curve center. Therefore, any 
extremities adjustments will be the same or proportional. 
Reference of recoil line (15mm) positioning on the curvature: 

 Concave – line extremities on the curve 
 Convex – line center on the curve, line extremities with 

same distance of the curve 
 
The recoil line of 15mm has the wave breaker function that prevent 
from high amount of water overflow. 
The smaller the resulting width, the smaller is the facet effect, 
mainly on convex curves. For curves with radius of 1 meter or less, it 
is recommended to cut pieces in a half before wedge adjustment. 

Set the reference lines to position them correctly in relation to the masonry.  
This technique may be used at any piece shape. 

In order to guarantee the pieces integrity and easier handling, it is 
recommended to do a base contour mold to be adjusted on light material 

with some rigidity as cardboard. At least 3 molds for each situation. 

Concave Curve

 

Convex Curve

 



 

 

Position the other molds according to the coincident points of sides and frontal recoil lines. 
The meeting point of the frontal faces (yellow arrow) will define the layout cut of the central mold. 

After checking the positioning with the 3 cut molds, they will define the cut on the pieces themselves. 



 

 

 

Any adjustment case may be solved with 
this same technique, guaranteeing an 

excellent coating finish and harmony. 

For more details, we will be 
always available through the 

following contacts: 
 

 

contato@adamadesign.com.br 
 

55-15- 3202.8170 
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